
N ot all Villains are as smart as I am. 
Frankly speaking, all these other 
Villains are much inferior to me, 

the great and one of a kind! But this is in 
our Galaxy. Recently another Galaxy has 
approached ours; it looks like the local Villains 
were pumpkin-headed enough to waste each 
other. Only Minions remain. The poor things 
wither without supervision on their desolate 
planets...

The scouts (those who managed to survive) 
report though that space self-defense 
forces are still active on some planets, while 
miniature shaggy alien beasts were spotted on 
other planets, while somewhere else... these 
issues have to be dealt with. I have to send an 
Asteroid there.

Or two Asteroids. Or, even better, three. 
Somebody has to scavenge the scarce values 
left on these mysterious planets. Otherwise 
other Villains may loot everything...

Postscriptum. A special note for Asteroid 
firing pointers: “Shoot gently! The Asteroid 
must neatly penetrate the force field around the 
planet leaving all the valuables intact for  
further scavenging. Understood?

Lootable Planets Expansion

 
 16 Lootable Planets cards

Lootable Components



Initial Setup
Shuffle Lootable Planets cards. Place their deck on the 
table so that it’s convenient for all the Villains to launch 
Asteroids into it. 

Searching for Lootable Planets
Each Villain may launch Asteroids towards the Lootable 
Planets deck – instead of targeting other Villains.
The Asteroids flying towards the Lootable Planets 
are NOT considered incoming for any of the Villains. 
Accordingly, such Asteroids may be shot down only using 
some Minion Ops and abilities of certain Projects and 
Secret Facilities.
When an Asteroid reaches the Lootable Planets, the 
Villain who has launched it takes the upper card from the 
Lootable Planets deck and executes whatever is printed 
on it (if the deck is depleted, reshuffle the discard pile 
to create a new deck). The Villain does not get an extra 
Minion card after hitting the Lootable Planet (as opposed 
to hitting another Villain).
Then the Asteroid is discarded (if nothing.. . er-r-r. . . 
strange has happened with it). The Lootable Planet is also 
discarded. If it was the last card in the Lootable Planets 
deck, reshuffle the discard pile.
Asteroids launched into Lootable Planets can be charged. 
When a charged Asteroid hits the Lootable Planets, the 
Villain draws two cards instead of one, chooses one 
of those to use, and discards the other one without 
executing its effect.
In most cases, it’s more beneficial to hit Lootable Planets 
rather than to hit other Villains. Sometimes, MUCH more 
beneficial! However, by launching Asteroids into Lootable 
Planets, you allow other Villains to develop as they 
want. In addition, the Lootable Planets expansion also 
includes.. . not very lucky cards.

Other Rules for Lootable Planets Expansion
   The Villains launch Asteroids into Lootable Planets 

and shoot those down as described in the base 
game rules.

  An Asteroid launched towards the Lootable Planets 
deck reaches it in the morning of the next day – 
similarly with Asteroids launched into other Villains.
  If it’s possible for a Villain to launch more than 
one Asteroid into Lootable Planets during his/her 
turn, that Villain may do this – i.e. launch as many 
Asteroids as possible towards the Lootable Planets 
deck. 


